Shop, scan and discover food fun with pretend grocery play!

Parent Guide and Instructions
This guide contains important information. Please keep it for future reference.
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Fun next steps on your child’s path to learning!

From pretend play...

To be there every step of the way. It’s a hope you have for your child and one that LeapFrog shares. Toys like Count & Scan Shopper encourage children to explore new skills through creative, open-ended play.

COUNT & SCAN SHOPPER
2+ years

MY OWN LEaptop™
2+ years

LEAPSTER EXPLORER™
LEARNING EXPERIENCE™
4-9 years

See the Learning.*
See your child’s play and learning with the LeapFrog® Learning Path. With each LeapFrog toy on your child’s path, you can see the skills your child is exploring during play, learn about what comes next and discover creative learning ideas that are tailored uniquely to your child.

leapfrog.com/learningpath

You can also sign up to receive learning progress updates, articles, product news and special offers from LeapFrog.

leapfrog.com

Register your product online!
The LeapFrog® Learning Path is not available in all countries.

Get more ideas to support your child’s learning at:
leapfrog.com/learningpath

...to game play!

*Products sold separately. All products may not be available in all countries. Actual products may vary.
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Instructions for Play

Getting Started
To use Count & Scan Shopper, slide the volume switch to the desired volume setting. Hold scanner arch over or kiss the number tag on each food item for a fun response. Turn to off, slide the volume switch to the ULTRA LOW setting.

Note: Count & Scan Shopper will turn off automatically after a period of inactivity. You can wake it up again by shaking or pressing the Free Play button.

Learning & Play Modes
Count & Scan Shopper offers four ways to play and learn:

• Counting Mode: Scan any food item to hear a variety of musical or spoken responses that count up to the number that appears on that item. Scan the shopping list to count the 10 check marks.
• Colour/Colours Mode: Count & Scan Shopper will turn off automatically after a period of inactivity. You can wake it up again by shaking or pressing the Free Play button.
• Music Mode: Scan any food in the shopping list to hear the name of an item sung in a fun or silly way. Scan for fun as sung responses.
• Raw: In this mode, you press the face of the scanner against your index fingers and listen to responses related to shopping, such as a “Good choice!” or “Will it fit in the bag?”

Count & Scan Shopper will turn off automatically after a period of inactivity. You can wake it up again by shaking or pressing the Free Play button.

WARNING:
This product is not suitable for use with low food intake.
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Learning Stones

Early Number Sense
Scanning a number label in Counting Mode lets children count along with a fun rhyme or song.

Number Recognition
Hearing a number as it is scanned helps children associate the name of the number with its appearance.

Colors/Colours
Children can scan a food item to hear its color/color or scan the shopping list and play a color/color game.

Music
Children can sing along to the Aisle Song, the Counting Song or silly food songs in three genres.

Trendy Play
In addition to shopping play, children can press the scanner face to any object for a fun response.

Scan again for fun sounds.

Note: Scanner an inch or less from the number tag on each food item to “scan” it. To turn it off, slide the volume switch to the off position. Scan the shopping list to hear “Find a Colour/Colour Game.” When your child scans the correct color/color, he/she will be rewarded with fanfare!

Counting Mode
Your child can watch for a color/color that appears on that item. Scan the shopping list to play the “Find a Colour/Colour Game.” When your child scans the correct color/color, he/she will be rewarded with fanfare!

Count & Scan Shopper will turn off automatically after a period of inactivity. You can wake it up again by shaking or pressing the Free Play button.
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